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ABSTRACT
The investigation of the feasibility of using the YOLO (You Only
LookOnce) architecture for object detection in infrared images from
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) on low-power devices, specifically
the Raspberry Pi, and Orange Pi, is conducted. The study measures
the consumption of computing resources for each device, such as
inference time (ms), peak power consumption (W), memory con-
sumption (MB), inference energy (J), memory consumption (MB),
and storage consumption (MB). It also investigates the correlation
between number of model parameters and resource consumption of
the different YOLOmodel sizes. Finally, the study draws conclusions
about the expediency and realism of using YOLO on low-power
devices for Edge Intelligence and proposes methods of speeding up
work. The results show that YOLO can be used effectively on low-
power devices with some optimizations to increase performance
and energy efficiency.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Object detection; • Hardware
→ Energy metering.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The sciences of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning
(ML) have increased in value due to their vast range of applications
[1]. Recently, a lot of focus has been placed on the fundamental
computer vision problem of object detection [3, 13]. However, due
to the variations in object appearance, lighting, and viewpoint ad-
justments, it is a challenging task. Convolutional neural networks
(CNNs), such as You Only Look Once (YOLO) [9], have demon-
strated astounding object detection accuracy and speed. Deploying
CNNs on low-power devices, such as small embedded computers or
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), is still a challenging task because
of the limited computational power available. These devices make it
challenging to deploy CNNs rapidly and reliably due to their often
low-power central processing units (CPUs), graphics processing
units (GPUs), limited memory, and low energy capacity.

Our research aims to investigate this issue by providing a full
understanding of YOLO’s performance on popular low-power plat-
forms such as Raspberry Pi and Orange Pi. Particularly when it
comes to UAV-based object detection, our findings can be helpful
for academics and professionals creating computer vision software
for low-power devices.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3607834.3616566
https://doi.org/10.1145/3607834.3616566
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2 RELATEDWORKS AND MOTIVATION
In computer vision, object detection is a critical task with numerous
real-world applications, including robotics, autonomous vehicles,
surveillance, and medical imaging [5]. CNNs have become the most
popular approach for object detection because they can capture
complicated features from unprocessed images. YOLO is a well-
known CNN architecture for object detection and is helpful for real-
time performance due to its great accuracy and speed. Implementing
CNNs on low-power devices, such as embedded systems, mobile
devices, and UAVs, is challenging due to their limited processing
capabilities. These devices struggle to carry out object detection
tasks with high accuracy and speed due to their poor processor
power and memory capacity.

2.1 Infrared Object Detection from UAVs
Infrared images play a crucial role in object detection in UAVs,
but low contrast between objects and their background remains
a challenge. Various approaches, including deep learning-based
methods, aim to overcome this issue, but most studies focus on
high-end computing resources, overlooking low-power devices
essential for UAV applications [2].

2.2 Low-Power Devices Computing Resources
Low-power devices, such as Raspberry Pi and Orange Pi, are in-
creasingly used in IoT, embedded systems, and UAVs for object
detection [4]. However, research on their usage and effectiveness,
particularly in infrared image capture, requires further investiga-
tion. Consumption and performance are crucial for evaluating their
effectiveness in various applications.

2.3 YOLO for Low-Power Devices
YOLO architecture excels in object detection with high accuracy
and real-time performance on UAVs [9]. However, its potential for
low-power devices remains unexplored. To address this gap, YOLO
should be explored for object detection in infrared images from
UAVs using low-power devices.

3 MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this work, we aim to measure the performance of low-power
devices in executing the YOLO architecture for object detection in
infrared images from UAVs. We trained the model on the HIT-UAV
dataset, which is comprehensively described in our previous work
[7]. To achieve this, we use a set of metrics related to the consump-
tion of computing resources, such as inference time (s), peak power
consumption (W), inference energy (J), memory consumption (MB),
and storage consumption (MB).

3.1 UAV Infrared Thermal Dataset
We trained and evaluated object detection algorithms on the HIT-
UAV dataset [10], presented in the Kaggle Platform in YOLO format
[6]. It comprises thousands of infrared thermal images, captured
by a UAV in various scenes, including information such as flight
altitude, camera perspective, and daylight intensity. The dataset is
split into three sets: 2008 photos and 17,628 instances for training,
287 images and 2,460 instances for validation, 571 images and 4,811

instances for testing. See the model performance with this dataset
in Figure 4.

3.2 Devices and Hardware
Two primary low-power devices were used for the study:

Raspberry Pi. A low-cost, credit-card-sized computer that was
developed for educational purposes. It has a Cortex-A72 processor
inside. For our studies, we utilize a Raspberry Pi 4 Model B Rev.
1.1 with 2GB of RAM. For a small fraction of the price and power
consumption of entry-level x86 computers, this device provides
performance levels equivalent to them.

Orange Pi. Another cheap single-board computer that is compa-
rable to Raspberry Pi in terms of size and capabilities. It is built on
a Cortex-A7 quad-core processor. For our investigations, we utilize
an Orange Pi One with 512 MB of RAM.

3.3 Evaluation Methods
We used several measures to evaluate the consumption of comput-
ing resources for each device, including inference time (s), peak
power consumption (W), memory consumption (MB), inference
energy (J), and storage consumption (MB). These metrics allowed
us to evaluate the overall efficiency and effectiveness of each device
when running different versions of the YOLO models.

Inference Time (s). Measures the model’s speed in processing
input data and generating predictions. Faster inference time is vital
for time-sensitive applications like real-time object detection.

Peak Power Consumption (W). Refers to the maximum electrical
power used during the inference process. Crucial for assessing de-
vice suitability in battery-powered or energy-constrained scenarios.

Memory Consumption (MB). Indicates the RAM used during
model inference. Lower memory consumption benefits devices with
limited RAM and ensures efficient multitasking.

Inference Energy (J). Represents the total energy consumed by
the device for a single inference, providing a comprehensive mea-
sure of energy efficiency.

Storage Consumption (MB). Accounts for the model’s storage
space on the device, essential for devices with limited storage ca-
pacity. Lower storage consumption allows for more space for other
necessary software or data.

These methods collectively help determine the feasibility and
effectiveness of deploying YOLO v5 models on low-power devices,
aiding in the selection of suitable models, devices, and configura-
tions for specific use-case scenarios.

3.4 Experimental Design and Procedures
The experimental design and procedures used a rigorous approach
to measure resource consumption for each YOLO v5 model [12] on
Raspberry Pi and Orange Pi devices, see Figure 3. The inference
time was measured using 10 separate inference runs, accounting
for variations and anomalies. Peak power consumption was
measured using a wattmeter connected to the power supply of
each device, capturing the maximum power draw during the high
computational load. Memory consumption was measured using
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Figure 1: Comparison of Inference Energy (J) vs different model sizes using fp32 data type on Orange Pi and Raspberry Pi.

Figure 2: Comparison of Inference Peak Power Consumption (W) vs different Machine Learning Frameworks on Orange Pi and
Raspberry Pi.

a Python-based memory profiling package, memory-profiler [8],
which monitored and recorded Random Access Memory (RAM)
utilization during the model inference line execution. Inference
energy was calculated by the product of peak power consumption
and the corresponding inference time. Storage consumption was
determined by measuring the amount of storage space required
to store the file containing the weights of each model on the de-
vice’s storage. This meticulous and exhaustive approach offers a
comprehensive understanding of the performance and efficiency of
different YOLO v5 models on Raspberry Pi and Orange Pi devices.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we explore and discuss the implications of the ex-
perimental observations conducted on YOLO v5 models executed
on low-power devices such as Raspberry Pi and Orange Pi, using
different machine learning frameworks and data types.

We emphasize that we are dealing with IR images that are gen-
erally of poorer quality, so the degradation of prediction quality
drops at a lower rate when the model is reduced for such coarse
data compared to fine data [7]. These results are also consistent
with our previous findings of better segmentation on coarse data
[11].

Different baseline models. Our experiments indicate a clear ad-
vantage of the Raspberry Pi over the Orange Pi in terms of both
inference time and memory consumption, see Table 1 and Table
2. This superiority suggests that Raspberry Pi offers a more opti-
mized environment for executing object detection tasks, especially
when using infrared imaging from UAVs for tasks such as object
detection.

Impact of Model Size and Data Types. As the model size increases,
there is a corresponding increase in both inference time and power
consumption, regardless of the platform and framework in use.
However, intriguingly, the YOLO v5 (s) model exhibits power con-
sumption compared to the more compact (n) variant, presenting it
as a viable option for use cases that demand higher accuracy but are
constrained by power considerations, see Figure 2 for the details.

Influence of Machine Learning Frameworks. The choice of the
machine learning framework significantly affects both inference
time and power consumption. While ONNX appears most efficient
in terms of memory usage, TensorFlow Lite is the most energy effi-
cient, especially with smaller models. However, as the model size
increases, ONNX becomes a preferable choice for energy efficiency.
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Models
• YOLO v5 (n)
• YOLO v5 (s)
• YOLO v5 (m)
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Figure 3: Resource Consumption Measurement Process Visualization.

Figure 4: Sample predictions of the YOLO v5 (x).

Meanwhile, PyTorch, demonstrates a consistent performance, of-
fering a viable choice when both memory and power consumption
need to be balanced, see Table 1.

Implications for Larger Model Deployment. The deployment of
larger YOLO v5 models, particularly under the TensorFlow Lite
framework, imposes significant demands on computational re-
sources, leading to increased inference times and power consump-
tion. This observation suggests caution in deploying these models
in scenarios requiring real-time object detection, particularly on
low-power devices, see Figure 2.

Inference Energy Trade-off. Looking at the variability within each
device for each model, it is clear that the Orange Pi One has a wider
range of inference energy. This might imply a higher unpredictabil-
ity or inconsistency in its performance compared to the Raspberry
Pi 4. TensorFlow Lite shows the lowest inference energy consump-
tion across the small models (n) and (s) on both the Orange Pi and
Raspberry Pi devices, confirming its efficiency for smaller model
deployments on low-power devices, see Figure 1.

Memory Consumption During Initialization and Inference. Mem-
ory consumed during model initialization and inference forms a
significant portion of total resource consumption, with the ONNX

Table 1: Inference Time (s) of YOLO v5 model sizes with
float32 data type and different ML frameworks and devices.

YOLO v5 Model

Framework (n) (s) (m) (l) (x)

Orange Pi
PyTorch 6.8 13.0 29.0 55.6 123.2
ONNX 3.4 11.0 30.8 79.1 168.1
TF Lite 4.0 13.1 76.8 177.0 327.7

Raspberry Pi
PyTorch 1.9 3.8 7.9 16.8 27.9
ONNX 0.7 1.8 4.8 10.2 18.7
TF Lite 0.7 2.2 6.2 13.6 25.6

framework and lower-precision data types appearing more efficient.
Optimizing memory consumption across these stages is crucial in
resource-constrained environments, see Table 2.

Future Work. Given the variance in performance depending on
the specific use case, hardware configuration, and software opti-
mization, future research could focus on optimizing these factors
further for specific applications and environments.

5 CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we demonstrate the feasibility of deploying the YOLO
architecture for object detection in infrared images from UAVs on
Edge Intelligence low-power devices, with the Raspberry Pi emerg-
ing as a more energy-efficient option compared to the Orange Pi.
We found that the choice of framework significantly impacts power
consumption and performance, with TensorFlow Lite exhibiting
low power consumption but high memory usage, while ONNX pro-
vided superior runtime performance, especially for larger models.
Further, the choice of model size and precision level significantly
influenced inference time and power consumption, with smaller
models and lower precision levels (especially int8) proving more
efficient. The results highlight a clear potential for optimization
through careful selection and balancing of hardware, model size,
framework, and precision level to fit specific use case requirements.
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Table 2: Storage and Memory Consumption (MB) of YOLO v5
model sizes with float32 data type and different ML frame-
works.

YOLO v5 Model

Framework (n) (s) (m) (l) (x)

Storage
Consumption

PyTorch 7.2 26.9 80.4 177.0 330.0
ONNX 7.1 27.2 80.1 176.0 329.0
TF Lite 6.8 26.9 79.8 176.0 329.0

Initialization
Memory

Consumption

PyTorch 10.8 30.9 84.3 181.5 335.0
ONNX 27.2 81.9 205.7 431.0 711.1
TF Lite 17.1 57.1 163.2 365.5 664.5

Inference
Memory

Consumption

PyTorch 35.3 72.9 91.2 101.3 116.1
ONNX 25.3 47.0 58.3 87.5 93.8
TF Lite 75.9 106.4 140.2 183.2 209.1

Our observations on memory and storage management empha-
size the need for efficient resource utilization, particularly during
model inference. Future studies should explore these trade-offs and
optimization strategies in greater depth.
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